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Typographic Conventions
Type Style
Example Text

Description
Words or characters quoted from
the screen. These include field
names, screen titles,
pushbuttons labels, menu
names, menu paths, and menu
options.
Cross-references to other
documentation

Example text

Emphasized words or phrases in
body text, graphic titles, and
table titles

EXAMPLE TEXT

Technical names of system
objects. These include report
names, program names,
transaction codes, table names,
and key concepts of a
programming language when
they are surrounded by body
text, for example, SELECT and
INCLUDE.

Example text

Output on the screen. This
includes file and directory names
and their paths, messages,
names of variables and
parameters, source text, and
names of installation, upgrade
and database tools.

Example text

Exact user entry. These are
words or characters that you
enter in the system exactly as
they appear in the
documentation.

<Example text>

Variable user entry. Angle
brackets indicate that you
replace these words and
characters with appropriate
entries to make entries in the
system.

EXAMPLE TEXT

Keys on the keyboard, for
example, F2 or ENTER.
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Icons
Icon

Meaning
Caution
Example
Note
Recommendation
Syntax

Additional icons are used in SAP Library
documentation to help you identify different
types of information at a glance. For more
information, see Help on Help  General
Information Classes and Information Classes
for Business Information Warehouse on the
first page of any version of SAP Library.
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1 Overview of SHINE for SAP HANA Extended
Application Services Advanced Model (SHINE for
XSA)
SAP HANA Interactive Education, or SHINE, is a demo application that makes it easy to learn how to build
applications on SAP HANA Extended Application Services Advanced Model. This demo application is
delivered as a package that contains sample data and design-time developer objects for the applications
database tables, views, OData and user interface.
The application consists of the following packages:
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Package

Description

core-db

This package contains the SAP HANA Deployment Infrastructure (HDI) artifacts and the
database artifacts required to create the tables and other database artifacts (for example,
.hdbcds, .hdbsequence, and so on) for Data Generator, Purchase Order Worklist and Sales
Dashboard.

user-db

This package contains the SAP HANA Deployment Infrastructure (HDI) artifacts and the
database artifacts required to create the tables and other database artifacts (for example,
.hdbcds, .hdbsequence, and so on) for User CRUD and Job Scheduling.

core-js

This package has the Node.js based server side implementation of Data Generator, Purchase
Order Worklist and Sales Dashboard.

user-js

This package contains the Node.js based server side implementation for User creation, User
CRUD and Job Scheduling

userjava

This package contains the Java-based server-side implementation for User CRUD

web

This package contains the user interface for the SHINE launchpad, Data Generator, Purchase
Order Worklist and Job Scheduler applications implemented in SAP UI5.

SAP HANA

1.1 SHINE XSA Architecture
The architecture for SHINE for XSA is represented on the following image:

This application contains the following micro services:


core-js



user-js



user-java

The XS runtime platform provides a number of services for managing the various container instances and
their application runtime. Containers are used to manage runtime and allow isolation, resource
management, and shared service injection. The XS advanced application runtime contains lightweight
processes that are called over HTTP and communicate remotely with the database.
The SAP HANA Deployment Infrastructure (HDI) provides a service layer that helps to deploy database
development artifacts to containers. This service layer includes a family of consistent design-time artifacts
for all key HANA platform database features, which describe the target (runtime) state of SAP HANA
database artifacts, for example: tables, views, or procedures. These artifacts are modeled, staged
(uploaded), built, and deployed on SAP HANA.

SAP HANA
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1.2 XSA Features
This version of SHINE for XSA includes the following features:
HDI Features:
Table
CDS Views
Sequence
Calculation Views
Associations
Table functions
Synonyms
Procedures
Cross Container Access
Multiple containers
XSA Features:
User Authentication and Authorization (UAA)
App Router
oData V2 Services(Node.js)
oData V4 Services (Java)
Nodecds
Authorization(roles)
oData Exits
Job Scheduler
Nodejs – logging
oData batch
Metadata caching
MTA Development and Deployment Descriptor:
Service Replacement
Schema config
MTA Extension Descriptor
New Tiles:
Sales Dashboard
User CRUD (Node.js & Java)
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2 Prerequisites
The XSAC_MONITORING and XSAC_SERVICES components should be installed before SHINE is
installed on XSA.

2.1 Check for Job Scheduler
SHINE for XSA needs a job scheduler service broker to create a job scheduler service. For this, the XSA
component XSAC_SERVICES needs to be installed in the SAP space. Use the following code sample to
check if it is already installed there.
xs marketplace

If it is not installed, contact your system administrator to install the component XSAC_SERVICES in the
SAP space.
In HANA Express, the Job Scheduler could be pre-installed, so in addition to checking if the
job scheduler service is present, also check if the status of jobscheduler-broker is started.
To do this, proceed as follows:
1. Go to SAP space by using the command xs target –o HANAExpress –s SAP.
2. Run the command xs apps | grep STOPPED to get all stopped services.
3. Check if the status of jobscheduler-broker is stopped.
4. If it is stopped, start it with the command xs start jobscheduler-broker.

2.2 Check for XS Advanced Administration Tool
To create user and assign roles XS Advanced Administration tool is required. Again to get the URL you
need access to SAP space and run below command or get it from your system administrator.
xs app xsa-admin -urls

2.3 Check for SAP WebIDE for SAP HANA
This step is optional and required only if you would like to view and execute the SHINE for XSA code in SAP
WebIDE for SAP HANA.
To obtain the URLs of SAP Web IDE, run the following command in SAP space of the XS Advanced system
or get it from your system administrator:
xs app webide -urls
This command returns the SAP Web IDE URL, which you can open in a supported browser (Chrome and
Firefox on Windows, Chrome and Safari on Mac).
If SAP Web IDE for SAP HANA is not installed, contact your system administrator to install it and provide
you with the URL. The steps to install SAP Web IDE for SAP HANA can be found in the Web IDE for SAP
HANA - Installation and Upgrade Guide.

SAP HANA
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2.4 Creating Users and Assigning Roles
1. Login to XS Advanced Administration with the XSA_ADMIN user and create a new user called
SHINE_USER.
2. Choose the User Management tile in the XS Advanced Administration
See step 2.2 for more details on how to get the URL of the XS Administration tool.

tool.

3. On the User Management page, choose the New button.
4. Enter the required details and choose the Create button to create a new user.

5. Navigate to the Role Collections tab.
6. Click on the Add button and assign the role collections XS_AUTHORIZATION_ADMIN and
XS_CONTROLLER_USER to the user SHINE_USER

7. Assign the Space Developer Role to the SHINE_USER.
a. Login to the XSA system in the CLI of the XS Advanced system.
xs login –u <user>
b. Set the space role for SHINE_USER.
xs set-space-role SHINE_USER <orgname> <spacename> SpaceDeveloper

12
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Optional
If you want to use SAP WebIDE for SAP HANA in order to import SHINE for XSA code, the role collection
DEVX_USER should be assigned to the SHINE_USER.
SAP Web IDE supplies the following predefined role templates: WebIDE_Administrator,
WebIDE_Developer, and xsac_hrtt_developer_template.
You can assign these templates to existing role collections, or role collections that have been created for
this purpose.
Perform these tasks in the Application Role Builder tool available in the XS Advanced Administration Tool.
To access this tool, you need the authorization scopes defined in the XS_AUTHORIZATION_ADMIN role
collection.
For more information, see SAP HANA Administration Guide -> Building Roles for SAP HANA XS Advanced
Model Applications.

2.5 Create USER with Privileges on SYS and _SYS_BI schema
Open SQL console (Catalog) of the HANA system in SAP HANA studio and execute the following SQL
statements to create a new user with some specific SQL privileges:
CREATE USER <USERNAME> PASSWORD <PASSWORD>;
Grant SELECT on "SYS"."M_TABLES" to <USERNAME>;
Grant SELECT on "SYS"."TABLES" to <USERNAME>;
Grant SELECT on "SYS"."VIEWS" to <USERNAME>;
Grant SELECT on "SYS"."USERS" to <USERNAME>;
Grant SELECT on "_SYS_BI"."M_TIME_DIMENSION" to <USERNAME> WITH GRANT
OPTION;
Grant EXECUTE on "SYS"."SERIES_GENERATE_TIMESTAMP" to <USERNAME>;
After the user is created, log in once to change the initial password. This user will be used in the mtaext file
and for creating the User Provided Service (CUPS) in Chapter 4.

2.6 Generate Time Dimensional Data via HANA Studio
1. Go to the SAP HANA Modeler Perspective of SAP HANA Studio
2. Go to the System tab, add your HANA system and log on to it.
3. Click on Generate Time Data.
4. In the Generate Time Data pop-up window, select the HANA system and click the Next button, as
shown below:

SAP HANA
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5. Enter 2012 for From Year and 2017 for To Year and select Granularity as Hour.
6. Click the Finish button as shown below:
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Time dimensional data is generated and the status "Completed successfully" is displayed in the Job Log
view of SAP HANA Studio.

SAP HANA
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3 Importing a Project from GitHub to SAP WebIDE
3.1 Import from GitHub
1. Launch SAP Web IDE for SAP HANA.
Refer to Step 2.3 for instructions how to launch the SAP Web IDE.

2. Navigate to File->Git->Clone Repository

3. Enter the URL of the SHINE repository https://github.com/SAP/hana-shine-xsa.git
16
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4. Choose OK.
5. Create a User Provided Services (CUPS) for SYS and _SYS_BI schemas by executing the
commands below in CLI of the XS Advanced system.
i. xs cups CROSS_SCHEMA_SYS -p
"{\"host\":\"<hostname>\",\"port\":\"3##<15|13>\",\"user\":\"<USERNAME>",\"password\
":\"<Password>\",\"driver\":\"com.sap.db.jdbc.Driver\",\"tags\":[\"hana\"] , \"schema\" :
\"SYS\" }"
ii. xs cups CROSS_SCHEMA_SYS_BI -p
"{\"host\":\"<hostname>\",\"port\":\"3##<15|13>\",\"user\":\"<USERNAME>\",\"password
\":\"<Password>\",\"driver\":\"com.sap.db.jdbc.Driver\",\"tags\":[\"hana\"] , \"schema\" :
\"_SYS_BI\" }"


‘##’ corresponds to instance number. 3##<15|13> corresponds to the jdbc port of the HANA
system

In HANA Express, the VM installation has a default instance 90, the binary installation has a
user-defined number
 <USERNAME> and <Password> are that of the user created in step 2.5
 <hostname> is the host name of HANA system
6. Create a service for the UAA by executing the command in CLI of XSA system:
xs create-service xsuaa default shine-uaa -c xs-security.json
7. Check if the app jobscheduler-broker is started and is up and running. Please refer to step 2.1 about
starting the jobscheduler-broker.
8. Create Job Scheduler Service by executing the command in CLI of XSA system:
xs cs jobscheduler default shine-scheduler
9. Enable the space for development using the Space Enablement administration tool.
For more details on how to enable access to this tool, please refer to Chapter 3.1 - Enabling
Access to the SAP Web IDE Administration and Development Tools of SAP Web IDE for SAP
HANA - Installation and Upgrade Guide.
10. Once done, open the Space enablement tool, whose URL can be obtained by running the following
command:
xs app di-spaceenablement-ui --urls
11. The Space Enablement tool allows you to enable spaces for development by deploying the builder
component in each space. In this tool, you can view the status and builder version of all the spaces
defined in your organization and perform the following tasks:
a. In a space row, choose Enable to deploy the builder in the space.
b. Choose Redeploy to redeploy the builder, if its version matches the DI CORE version
displayed at the right of the app title bar.
c. Choose Update to update the builder to the DI CORE version. The process steps are
displayed in the Log window. You can view the latest log for each space by clicking the icon
in the space row in the table
12. Before building the modules, you need to assign the space to the project.
This can be done by right-clicking on the project name and choosing Project Settings. Choose the
Space tab and from the drop-down menu select the appropriate space, in which the application
should be deployed, and then choose Save.
13. After all these steps are done, build all packages, one by one, in the following sequence:
I.
user-db
II.
core-db
III.
user-js
IV.
core-js
SAP HANA
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V.
VI.

user-java
web

Note: Before building the user-db module, the following two things have to be replaced in the
mta.yaml:
a) User container name: To find out the user container name, please do a dummy build of the
user-db module, without any changes. After the build fails, execute the following command:
xs s
Copy the respective user container name and paste it in line 115 of mta.yaml.

b) UAA Endpoint: Replace the UAA end point URL in line 129 of mta.yaml to your respective
UAA end point URL which will be of the format :
http(s)://<host-name> :3<instance-number>32/ uaa-security
For example in HANA express the UAA enpoint can be https://hxehost:3<instancenumber>32/uaa-security

In HANAExpress VM install has default instance as 90, Binary install is a user-defined
number

After the successful build of all these modules, run the following modules by right-clicking on the
respective module and choosing Run  Run as:
a) Run core-js and user-js as a Node-js application
b) Run user-java as Java web Runner
c) Run web as Web Application.
For more information on cloning, building, deploying etc. for XSA applications, see SAP Web IDE for
SAP HANA - Installation and Upgrade Guide.
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4 Downloading SHINE for XSA – Software
Component Archive
Do not install SHINE on your productive SAP HANA system.
SHINE for XSA Software Component Archive (SCA) can be found on SAP HANA Media as well as on the
SAP Support Portal.

4.1 Download from HANA Media
SHINE for XSA can be found in the XSA_CONT folder of HANA media.

4.2 Download from SAP Support Portal
The SAP HANA Interactive Education (SHINE) for XSA SCA is available for download on the SAP Support
Portal → Software Download page.

Procedure
To download the SHINE software component archive from SAP Support, perform the following steps:
1. Open your Internet browser and enter https://support.sap.com/patches. Click on Software
Downloads.
2. In the newly opened SAP ONE Support Launchpad window/tab, click on the Support Packages &
Patches →By Alphabetical Index (A-Z) → H → SAP HANA PLATFORM EDITION → Downloads →
SAP HANA PLATFORM EDITION. 2.0 → Downloads
3. Select SAP HANA DEMO MODEL ADV. 1.
The Downloads tab appears with information about the packages available for download.
4. Select the latest version of ZIP for SAP HANA DEMO MODEL ADV. 1 and choose Add to Download
Basket.
5. Choose Download Basket and save the ZIP file in a convenient location, for example, on your local
PC hard drive.

4.3 Install the Software Component Archive
Prerequisites
You have downloaded the SHINE for XSA software component archive from the SAP Support Portal or SAP
HANA Media.
a. Download the MTA extension descriptor for SHINE for XSA sap-xsac-shine-1.2.xx.mtaext from
https://github.com/SAP/hana-shine-xsa or download it from SAP Note: 2239095
b. Open the sap-xsac-shine-1.2.xx.mtaext file in any text editor and update the fields <USERNAME> and
<PASSWORD> with that of the user created in step 2.5 (i.e. the user which has privileges on SYS and
_SYS_BI).
c. Update the <SCHEMA_NAME> field in the mtaext file with any schema name. (e.g.:
SHINE_USER_SCHEMA).
d. Host and port parameters should be updated with HANA host name and HANA jdbc port.

Procedure
1. Login to the XSA system using CLI (Command-line interface) with the SHINE_USER user you
created in the previous chapter using the xs login –u SHINE_USER command:

SAP HANA
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2. Navigate to your corresponding XSA organization and space using the command
xs target –o <orgname> -s <spacename>
3. Deploy the SHINE for XSA application using the command
xs install sap-xsac-shine-1.2.xx-XSACSHINE02_<version.no>.zip
xsac-shine-1.2.xx.mtaext

-e sap-

HANA Express has different names for the .zip and .mtaext files.
XSACSHINE02_<version.no>.ZIP, sap-xsac-shine-1.2.xx-XSACSHINE02_<version.no>.mtaext

4.4 Uninstall the Software Component Archive
Prerequisites
The software component SHINE for XSA should be installed on the system.

Procedure
To uninstall SHINE from the system, please follow the below steps:
a) Login to the XSA system using CLI (Command-line interface) with the SHINE_USER user you created
in the previous chapter using the command.
xs login –u SHINE_USER
b) Navigate to your corresponding XSA organization and space using the command
xs target –o <orgname> -s <spacename>
c) Uninstall the SHINE for XSA application using the command
xs uninstall XSAC_SHINE –delete-services
Note: The delete-services flag is used to delete all services associated with the SHINE application.

4.5 Reinstall the Software Component Archive
To reinstall SHINE for XSA software component, proceed as follows:
1. Reinstall SHINE by using the following command:
xs install XSACSHINE02_<version.no>.ZIP -e sap-xsac-shine-1.2.xx.mtaext –o
<ALLOW_SC_SAME_VERSION,[ALLOW_SC_DOWNGRADE]>
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Please note that the ALLOW_SC_SAME_VERSION flag is used to reinstall the same version of the
software component and ALLOW_SC_DOWNGRADE is used to downgrade a software component.
2. In case SHINE is reinstalled without undeploying the previous installation and changes have been
done to the mtaext file, follow the steps below before running the install command:
a) Get the services in the current org and space using the command
xs s
b) Delete the following two services, if present:


CROSS_SCHEMA_SYS



CROSS_SCHEMA_SYS_BI

This can be done by using the following command:
xs ds <service-name>
This procedure is necessary because the services have already been created during the first
installation and the deploy service is not going to not recreate them, if they are already present.
It is necessary to delete them in order to force the deploy service to create them with the new
changes that were made in the mtaext.
c) Reinstall SHINE by using the command:
xs install XSACSHINE01_<version.no>.ZIP -e sap-xsac-shine1.2.xx.mtaext –o <ALLOW_SC_SAME_VERSION,[ALLOW_SC_DOWNGRADE]>
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5 Launch the SHINE for XSA Application
1. Login to the XSA system from CLI to find the URL of the SHINE for XSA application.
2. Enter the xs target –o <orgname> -s <spacename> command to navigate to the corresponding
organization and space in which SHINE for XSA is installed.
3. Enter the xs app shine-web -urls command to display a list of all applications running in your
space.

4. In a browser, use this URL to start the application and login with SHINE_USER.
The application opens and a popup appears providing information about the SHINE for XSA application.

5. Choose the Check Prerequisites button.
6. Once the Check Prerequisites button is clicked, in the new pop up there will be an “X“ symbol for Role
Collection, indicating that the role collection “SHINE_ADMIN“, necessary to access the Data Generator
tile, is not available.
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7. Click on the Create Role Collections button, which creates the SHINE_ADMIN role collection.
8. The user will be logged out of the application.
9. In a separate window, log on to the XS Advanced Administration tool and navigate to the User
Management tile. For more information on how to open XS Advanced Administration Tool, see Step 2.2.
10. Choose the user name created in Step 2.4 (for example, SHINE_USER)
11. Navigate to the Role Collections tab, click on the Add button and search for the role collection
“SHINE_ADMIN“.

12. Select the SHINE_ADMIN role and click OK and then click the Save button
13. Open the SHINE application URL or log on back to the SHINE application.
14. Once the user is logged in again, note that Check Prerequisites will return a
OK.
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(green tick) sign. Click
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15. The SHINE Launchpad appears with 5 tiles, the Data Generator, the Purchase Order Worklist, Job
Scheduler, Sales Dashboard and User CRUD applications.

16. Click on any tile to start the corresponding application.
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6 Downloading the Source Code of SHINE for XSA
as ZIP
The source code of SHINE application can also be downloaded as a ZIP file so that the users can readily
view the sample data and design-time developer objects such as database tables, views, OData and user
interface.
In order to download the source code of the SHINE application, click on the icon in the Launchpad as
highlighted in the image below.
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7 Scenarios
This version of SHINE contains the features Data Generator, Purchase Order Worklist, Job Scheduler, User
CRUD and Sales Dashboard. The scenarios are described in the following sections.

7.1 Data Generator
This application can be used to perform the following operations with respect to data:


The application master data can be reset or reloaded by using the Reload Master Data module
(which includes data reloading for Business Partners, Addresses, Products tables, and so on).



The applications transactional data can be reset or reloaded using the module Reload Transactional
Data (which includes data reloading for Sales Orders and Purchase Orders tables).



New transactional data for Sales Orders and Purchase Orders can be generated using the
Generate Data module.

7.2 Purchase Order Worklist
This application illustrates a comprehensive Purchase Order Worklist that acts as an interface for a
Purchase Department Head to manage the purchase orders created by his or her department. The following
tasks can be performed:
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View the list of purchase orders and choose a particular order to see the General Data and
Purchase Order items related to it, displayed in separate tabs.



Perform actions such as New, Delete, Accept, or Reject for a selected purchase order.



Perform actions such as Export to Excel which downloads all purchase-order data into an Excel
spreadsheet.



Perform operations such as searching for purchase orders based on various attributes, including
Company Name, Product ID, and so on.



Click on the Reports tab to see the summary of purchase order gross value grouped by different
attributes like Company Name, City etc.
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7.3 Job Scheduler
This application defines recurring tasks that run in background and can be used to do the following
operations by using XSA Job Scheduler Service:


Create a job and schedule it



Created jobs can also be deleted via this user interface
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The triggered jobs can be viewed on the Job Trigger Logs tab.

7.4 User CRUD
This application illustrates how to manage users in the system. There are two implementations of the User
CRUD service, namely, one in Node.js and the other in Java. Both the service implementations perform
CRUD operations on the same database container, the user-db. The end-user can select either the Node.js
or the Java version of the service, by clicking on the switch button on the top of the application page.
This application can be used for the following operations:
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Create a new user
Update an existing user
View all existing users
Delete an existing user
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In order to create a new user, the First Name, Last Name and Email should be provided in the top left-hand
side. After filling in the details, the user needs to choose the Create Record button. First Name, Last Name
and Email are mandatory parameters and the end user has to provide those details.

Once the user has been successfully created, the details of all the users are displayed in the table below.

To edit/modify an existing user, we can directly modify the text element on the table that we wish to modify
(example, the First Name, Last Name or Email). Once we have modified the values, we can trigger an
update by hitting the Enter key or by clicking anywhere else on the UI.
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To delete an existing user, click on the left-most column of the record that you wish to delete and once that
record is highlighted, click on the Delete User button on top of the User table. This will trigger a delete
request which will delete the selected user.

The Node.js implementation of the service also provides the functionality for creating users via oData batch.
This functionality is only present in the Node.js implementation of the User CRUD. To access this feature,
the end user has to select the Node.js implementation and then click on the Create users with Batch
Request button.

Once the user clicks on the button, the end user can create multiple records and submit them via one single
request.
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7.5 Sales Dashboard
The Sales Dashboard application shows the analytical view of the sales orders created by the company
ITELO (such as Sales by Region, Sales by Country, Compare Product Category Sales Year on Year and so
on). Based on the analytical inputs, the Sales Manager can take the necessary actions or make decisions
for the company.

This Sales Dashboard provides a comprehensive dashboard concept that contains several charts based on
the OData model constructed in the demo content. You can see sales-specific charts based on
Region/Country/Discount per region and charts that provide sales information categorized by product.
This application can be used to:
Overview Tab:


Find the total sales for all regions and by country.
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Find the discount for the companies across a region based on the amount of sales, sales
ranking, amount of orders, and order rankings
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Product Reports Tab:


The charts Compare Product Category Sales Year to Year and Sales by Products are displayed

Details Tab:


View the list of sales orders and choose a particular order to see the General Data and Sales
Order items related to it, displayed in separate tabs



Perform operations such as searching for sales orders based on various attributes, including
Company Name, Product ID, and so on




Create a new sales order
Delete an existing sales order
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More Information
SAP HANA Developer Guide (for SAP HANA XS Advanced Model)
SAP HANA Application Lifecycle Management Guide
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8 FAQ
1. SHINE installation fails with a message that the SHINE version is already installed or cannot be
downgraded
Reinstall SHINE with the ALLOW_SAME_ORIGIN or ALLOW_SC_DOWNGRADE flag respectively.
xs install XSACSHINE01_<version.no>.ZIP -e sap-xsac-shine-1.2.xx.mtaext –o
ALLOW_SC_SAME_VERSION
xs install XSACSHINE01_<version.no>.ZIP -e sap-xsac-shine-1.2.xx.mtaext –o
ALLOW_SC_DOWNGRADE

2. SHINE installation fails with any other message
Please note the module in which it fails.
SHINE installation might fail in the shine-core-db module due to mistakes in the mtaext file.
For example,

If this happens, please execute the following command in order to find out the root cause of the issue:
xs logs shine-core-db --recent
Please check the error message in the logs and if it is one of the ones mentioned below, take the necessary
steps:
a) Error: authentication failed
The username/password in the mtaext file is incorrect. Please check the username and password
for the user created in Chapter 2.5.
If you have created a new user:
1. Log in once into the system with the new user in either HANA studio or SAP HANA web-based
development workbench to change the initial password.
2. Provide the username and the changed password in the mtaext file.
3. Execute the xs s command to get all the services.
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4. Delete the services CROSS_SCHEMA_SYS and CROSS_SCHEMA_SYS_BI, if present by
using the following command:
xs ds <service name>
This is because the services would have already been created during your first installation and the
deploy service will not recreate them if already present. So we delete them and force the deploy
service to create them with the new parameters.
Every time a change is made to the mtaext file, the existing services should be deleted.
5. Reinstall SHINE
b) Error: Could not connect to any host
The port number in the mtaext file is incorrect. Please ensure that it is the JDBC port number of the
HANA system.
The port number should be of the format 3##13 or 3##15.
## denotes the instance number of the system.

In HANA Express, VM install has default instance as 90, Binary install is a user defined
number
Please update the correct port number in the mtaext, delete the services, as mentioned in the
previous step, and reinstall SHINE.
c) Error: Error executing: GRANT SELECT ON “_SYS_BI”.”M_TIME_DIMENSION” TO
“<CONTAINER_ID>”
Nested message: insufficient privilege
The user in the mtaext (created in Chapter 2.5) does not have necessary permissions needed for
the SHINE application to access SYS or _SYS_BI schemas.
Please give the following privileges and reinstall:
Grant SELECT on "SYS"."M_TABLES" to <USERNAME>;
Grant SELECT on "SYS"."TABLES" to <USERNAME>;
Grant SELECT on "SYS"."VIEWS" to <USERNAME>;
Grant SELECT on "SYS"."USERS" to <USERNAME>;
Grant SELECT on "_SYS_BI"."M_TIME_DIMENSION" to <USERNAME> WITH GRANT
OPTION;
Grant EXECUTE on "SYS"."SERIES_GENERATE_TIMESTAMP" to <USERNAME>;
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9 Important Disclaimers on Legal Aspects
This document is for informational purposes only. Its content is subject to change without notice, and SAP
does not warrant that it is error-free. SAP MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OR OF
MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Coding Samples
Any software coding and/or code lines / strings ("Code") included in this documentation are only examples
and are not intended to be used in a productive system environment. The Code is only intended to better
explain and visualize the syntax and phrasing rules of certain coding. SAP does not warrant the correctness
and completeness of the Code given herein, and SAP shall not be liable for errors or damages caused by
the usage of the Code, unless damages were caused by SAP intentionally or by SAP's gross negligence.

Accessibility
The information contained in the SAP documentation represents SAP's current view of accessibility criteria
as of the date of publication; it is in no way intended to be a binding guideline on how to ensure accessibility
of software products. SAP specifically disclaims any liability with respect to this document and no
contractual obligations or commitments are formed either directly or indirectly by this document.

Gender-Neutral Language
As far as possible, SAP documentation is gender neutral. Depending on the context, the reader is
addressed directly with "you", or a gender-neutral noun (such as "sales person" or "working days") is used.
If when referring to members of both sexes, however, the third-person singular cannot be avoided or a
gender-neutral noun does not exist, SAP reserves the right to use the masculine form of the noun and
pronoun. This is to ensure that the documentation remains comprehensible.

Internet Hyperlinks
The SAP documentation may contain hyperlinks to the Internet. These hyperlinks are intended to serve as a
hint about where to find related information. SAP does not warrant the availability and correctness of this
related information or the ability of this information to serve a particular purpose. SAP shall not be liable for
any damages caused by the use of related information unless damages have been caused by SAP's gross
negligence or willful misconduct. Regarding link classification, see: http://help.sap.com/disclaimer
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